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Lower Sorbian

Sorbian tribes were first mentioned in 631 ADand the ancestors of today’s Sorbs havesettled in the region to become known as‘Lusatia’ as early as the 6th century AD.
The first written document in (Eastern) LowerSorbian is the New Testament (in the versionof Martin Luther) translated by Mikławš Jaku‐bica in 1548. Sorbian (used as a generic termfor both Sorbian languages, Lower Sorbian andUpper Sorbian) comprises a large number ofdialects. Since the 16th century, in the wakeof the Reformation, both languages began todevelop a literary variety. Because of naturaland forced assimilation, the language area ofSorbian has shrunk considerably over thecourse of the centuries.
Although many dialects are already extinct oralmost extinct, today’s native dialect‐basedLower Sorbian shows significant differences tothe literary language taught in a few schoolsin Lower Lusatia. Despite the efforts to re‐vitalize Lower Sorbian with the so called„Witaj“ (welcome) project, the fate of nativeLower Sorbian seems to be sealed as todaynative speakers belong to the oldest genera‐tion.
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History

Name of language: Lower Sorbian
Generic affiliation: Indo‐European, Slavic,West Slavic, Sorbian
Country and region: Germany, Brandenburg,Lower Lusatia
Number of speakers of native Lower Sorbi‐an: a few hundred

Lower Sorbian has mostly retained its inher‐ited synthetic (flectional) characteristics. Itfeatures an actively used category of dual orthe verbal aspect typical for Slavic languages.A further feature is the supine, in Lower Sor‐bian a special infinite verb form usually usedafter verbs of movement.
During the long and increasingly intense con‐tact with German, Lower Sorbian has bor‐rowed a significant number of loan words.These borrowings are usually adapted to theLower Sorbian language system. Due to thefact that today all native speakers speak Ger‐man fluently, code‐switching is quite common(often with interfering Lower Sorbian phono‐logical characteristics).
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The biggest challenge for the Lower SorbianDoBeS project is the small and very fast de‐creasing number of native speakers. The con‐tinuity of spoken Lower Sorbian dialects ismost likely to end soon, when the few stillexisting native speakers have passed away.With all native speakers being of the oldestgeneration, gaining access to them or evenconvincing them to lend their time to theproject is often problematic and requires ex‐tensive time and effort. Once identified, forsome native speakers, using their mothertongue can also be emotionally challenging,as experiences of being ostracised and dis‐criminated against evoke negative feelingslike shame, although generally speaking thebroader (non‐Sorbian) population’s attitudetowards Lower Sorbian has obviously improvedover time. Nonetheless, many native speakersof Lower Sorbian have barely used theirmother tongue in their adult life. This is why,especially if they have difficulties expressingthemselves equally well in Lower Sorbian asthey do in German, they may feel awkward orbecome easily frustrated when using theirmother tongue. It is therefore very importantfor our recording facilitators to bond with theparticipants and create a friendly and relaxedatmosphere for the conversations.
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Spinning room in Dissen/Dešno (ca 1920), traditionally an im‐portant institution contributing to language preservation,primarily by singing together in a group; by courtesy ofSorbisches Institut Bautzen

Choir Łužyca, Easter celebrations on Good Friday 2006 inDissen/Dešno; by courtesy of W. Meschkank

10 years Witaj Kindergarten Sielow/Žylow, 2008; by courtesy of W. Meschkank

The congregation sings after a mass in Lower Sorbian inTauer/Turjej, Whit Monday 2007; by courtesy of W. Meschkank

The documentation of Lower Sorbian alsocaptures the cultural heritage of Lower Lusa‐tia and eastern Germany. While obviously rel‐evant for linguistic research, the project alsosupports the current language revitalisationefforts in the region.




